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Summary: Neuro-Behçet disease is one of the clinical forms
of Behçet disease. We report a case of neuro-Behçet disease
mimicked a brain tumor. This case was initially considered
as a brain tumor from mass lesion with edema at left basal
ganglia on radiologic images. The lesion, however, was not
neoplasia by pathologic diagnosis. By using steroid ther-
apy, the size had been markedly shrunken on the follow-up
images. The clinical symptoms were also improved.

Behçet disease is an idiopathic inflammatory dis-
ease that is characterized mainly by skin lesions such
as genital ulcers, aphthous stomatitis, and ophthalmo-
logic lesions such as uveritis. Approximately 10–20%
of patients have a CNS complication called neuro-
Behçet disease (1), and the main lesion of neuro-
Behçet disease is often located at the ventral brain
stem. Neuro-Behçet disease causes various neuro-
logic symptoms; therefore, it is often difficult to dis-
tinguish from multiple sclerosis or brain tumor.

We report a case of neuro-Behçet disease whose
onset included symptoms of increased intracranial
pressure, which made it difficult to differentiate this
case from a brain tumor.

Case Report
A 33-year-old right-handed man visited our hospital at the

emergency room in the morning with nausea, vomiting, and
headache. Family history was unremarkable. He had a history
of Behçet disease and genital ulcers seven years prior, after
which oral aphthos ulcers and erythema nodosum repeatedly
appeared. At that time, he was diagnosed at another hospital as
having Behçet disease but never received steroid therapy. The
patient had no significant symptoms and, thus, had not sought
medical attention until recently.

After admission, his consciousness gradually decreased.
A head CT scan revealed a mass lesion at the left basal gan-
glia extending to the ventral site of the midbrain, causing
compression to the surrounding tissue with cerebral edema.
This lesion showed high intensity on the T2-weighted MR
image, which exhibited a contrast effect of gadolinium (Fig 1A,
-B).

General physical examination, including the skin and mucosa,
was normal at this time, but needle prick reaction was positive. On
hospital day 1, his consciousness was somnolent, but he responded

to verbal stimuli. Papilloedema was negative, but visual acuity
of the right eye was disturbed by a cataract complication. In the
motor system, mild right hemiparesis was noted.

The laboratory data—which showed white blood cell count
at 9100/mm3, C-reactive protein (CRP) at 2.95 mg/dL, and
erythrocyte sedimentation rate of 85 mm/h, 118 mm/2 hours—
indicated an increased inflammatory reaction. The serologic
tests for syphilis, antinuclear antibody, anti-DNA antibody, and
human leukocyte antigen-B51 (HLA-B51) were negative. The
immune and complement systems were normal. The angioten-
sin-converting enzyme (ACE) level was within normal limits.
CSF showed a mild pleocytosis of 26 mm3 (all mononuclear
cells) and normal levels of protein, sugar, chlorine, and myelin
basic protein, and oligoclonal bands were negative. Neither
atypical cells nor bacteria were found cytologically in the CSF.

Under the diagnosis of brain tumor, glycerol was adminis-
tered to prevent the progression of cerebral edema, after which
the neurologic symptoms promptly improved. Cerebral angiog-
raphy showed neither tumor stains nor other vascular abnor-
malities. To establish the final diagnosis, a craniotomic biopsy
was performed on hospital day 14. The histopathologic findings
excluded neoplastic lesions, showing only mild reactive gliosis
without inflammatory cell infiltration (Fig 2). On hospital day
23, the patient was treated with high-dose methylprednisolone
(m-PSL), a 3-day intravenous infusion of m-PSL with dose of
1000 mg/day, followed by an oral administration of pred-
nisolone with dose of 30 mg/day. As the result, a remarkable
improvement of the neurologic symptoms was achieved. Also
the shrinkage of the cerebral lesion was noted on the MR
images (Figs 3, 4).

Discussion
In the past, this patient presented with the four

main symptoms of Behçet disease, namely, mucocu-
taneous lesions (genital ulcers, oral mucosal recurrent
aphthous ulcers, and erythema nodosum) and cata-
ract complications (in the absence of uveritis and
iridocyclitis). The patient was negative for HLA-B51,
leukocytosis, increased serum CRP, an accelerated
erythrocyte sedimentation rate, but mild pleocytosis
of the CSF. He had a positive pinprick sensation test.
Therefore, this patient presented the complete form
of Behçet disease from his total clinical course, ac-
cording to the criteria for clinical diagnosis of Behçet
disease (2).

It has been reported that the appearance of the
neurologic symptoms take several years and some-
times more than 10 years after the onset of the initial
symptoms of Behçet disease (3). In this patient,
nearly 7 years had passed after the initial onset of
Behçet disease before the appearance of neurologic
symptoms. This long clinical course made it difficult
to judge whether these neurologic symptoms were
related to Behçet disease, because he did not show
any typical symptom of Behçet disease at the time.

Initially, a brain tumor was strongly suspected in
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this patient, because clinical onset with local neuro-
logic symptoms was associated with increased intra-
cranial pressure and the imaging demonstration of a
space-occupying lesion involving mainly the left basal
ganglia and reaching into the midbrain; however, ce-
rebral angiography failed to demonstrate any vascular
abnormalities.

The other possible differential diagnoses of this
lesion included malignant lymphoma, multiple sclero-
sis, and sarcoidosis. Contrary to a report that the
predominant site for lesions of multiple sclerosis is
the dorsal brain stem (tegmentum) (2), the ventral
site was involved in this patient. Myelin basic protein
was within normal limits, and oligoclonal bands were
negative in the CSF. Multiple sclerosis was excluded
from these findings. The absence of typical skin le-
sions and failure to detect an increased level of ACE
ruled out sarcoidosis. Thus, neuro-Behçet disease and
brain tumors including malignant lymphoma re-
mained in the differential diagnosis, ultimately re-
quiring histopathologic diagnosis. Therefore, we per-
formed a craniotomic biopsy and histologically
excluded brain tumor.

It has been reported that steroid administration is
effective for the treatment of neuro-Behçet disease
(4). Also, in this patient, steroid therapy after biopsy
improved the clinical symptoms and shrank the lesion
on MR imaging, thus supporting the clinical diagno-
sis. If we had started steroid therapy before patho-
logic diagnosis, the differential diagnosis from malig-
nant lymphoma would have been more difficult,
because malignant lymphoma also has a response to
steroid therapy.

The brain stem has been the most common site for
neuro-Behçet disease (5), followed by the cerebral
basal ganglia. There is high risk in proceeding with a
craniotomic biopsy in cases with a main lesion located
in the brain stem, so this method is rarely used and
reports of neuro-Behçet disease with a pathologic
diagnosis are few. It is said that histopathologic find-
ings in autopsy cases of neuro-Behçet disease are
characterized by perivascular infiltration of leuko-
cytes and microglia, degeneration of oligodendroglia,
diapedetic bleeding, and perivascular softening or ne-
crosis (6, 7).

Several similar cases of neuro-Behçet disease (7–
11) diagnosed on the basis of the appearance of cu-
taneous lesions and other characteristic clinical symp-
toms have been reported, as well as the effectiveness
of steroid therapy. Craniotomic biopsies were per-
formed in only two cases, one reported by Yoshimura
et al (7), and the other by Geny et al (9). In the case
reported by Yoshimura et al, the histopathologic find-
ings showed necrosis with macrophage infiltration
and a small amount of glial and lymphocytic cells, but
no perivascular inflammation. In the other case re-
ported by Geny et al, the histopathologic findings
showed mild perivascular inflammation without ne-
crosis. The typical case of neuro-Behçet disease usu-
ally demonstrates multifocal necrotizing lesions with
inflammatory cell reaction but without specific vascu-
lar changes (12). The difference in the pathologic
findings of neuro-Behçet disease seems to depend on
the stage or degree of the inflammation.

In the histopathologic findings of this case, only
mild reactive gliosis was observed without an inflam-

FIG 1. The diagnostic brain imaging on
admission (obtained on January 3, 2002).

A, T2-weighted MR images (TR/TE,
4500/105) show a high-intensity area with
a mild mass effect from the left basal gan-
glia to ventral site of midbrain.

B, Postcontrast T1-weighted images
(TR/TE, 500/15). One part of the left basal
ganglia shows a enhancement lesion.

FIG 2. Histopathologic findings of biopsy specimen. It showed
mild gliosis and neither neoplastic changes nor inflammatory
cells infiltration. (H&E stain, original magnification � 20)
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matory cell infiltration and no neoplastic change.
These might not be specific findings of neuro-Behçet
disease, although, in general, it did not conflict with
the previous reports of histologic findings. The spec-
imen of brain tissue obtained by biopsy was too lim-
ited to cover the whole spectrum of typical histologic
findings. Thus, it might be difficult to diagnose neuro-
Behçet disease by pathologic findings alone. But at
least we were able to rule out a brain tumor (includ-
ing malignant lymphoma) and concluded that it was
consistent with a neuro-Behçet disease because of
typical symptoms in total clinical course and a marked
response to steroid therapy.

Conclusion

The craniotomic biopsy was useful to differentiate
the mass lesion associated with neuro-Behçet disease
from a brain tumor. We should keep such a case of
neuro-Behçet disease in our mind when we find in-
tracranial mass lesion on radiologic images and care-
fully diagnose.
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